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Alberto Angeloni provides services mainly in Italian, European and international
bankruptcy and contentious insolvency law, including litigation and out-of-court

RELATED SERVICES
Litigation, Arbitration
and Investigations

matters.
He has gained experience in representing clients in bankruptcy proceedings such as claw
back actions, voluntary and involuntary petitions for bankruptcy, appeals against the opening
of bankruptcy proceedings, proceedings for the validation of pre-pack arrangements and
composition with creditor plans and any other matters relating to domestic and international
insolvency proceedings.

LANGUAGES
SPOKEN
English Italian

He assists debtors and creditors in restructuring and reorganization matters in compliance with the Italian bankruptcy law. In this
context, he has gained considerable experience in composition with creditors and debt restructuring agreements, having obtained
the approval of numerous proceedings before the courts of Rome, Milan, Monza, Florence and Pistoia.
Alberto has also acquired considerable experience in shareholder disputes, board of directors duties and liabilities, as well as
corporate and commercial disputes.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN
English
Italian

CREDENTIALS

Professional Qualifications
Avvocato admitted to the Rome Bar
Admitted to represent clients before the Italian Supreme Court

Prior Experience

DLA Piper is a global law firm operating through various separate and distinct legal entities. Further details of these entities can be found at www.dlapiper.com. This may qualify as

Before joining DLA Piper, Alberto worked with leading Italian and international law firms. Prima di unirsi a DLA Piper, l’Avv.
Angeloni ha collaborato con primari studi italiani ed internazionali.

Education
Law degree, University of Rome La Sapienza
Istituto di Studi Giuridici "Arturo Carlo Jemolo" - LL.M. (equivalent)
LL.M. in business reorganisation, University of Pennsylvania

Memberships
ABI - American Bankruptcy Institute.
INSOL - International Association of Restructuring, Insolvency & Bankruptcy Professionals.

Additional information
Alberto speaks at seminars and conferences organised by most relevant organisations, as expert bankruptcy and corporate
crisis.

INSIGHTS

Events
Previous
UpAgain | Finance restructuring - What's next?
4 giugno 2020
Webinar
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